Signs It’s Time To Review Your Endpoint Protection

ONE
You’re still using signature-based security products

It’s time to review your legacy-based antivirus programs and consider adopting updated solutions that reflect the cyber threats your organization may face. If you’re still using signature-based antivirus solutions, it may be time to reevaluate your security stack.

TWO
You accept ransomware as inevitable

If your firewall solution identifies a ransomware attack, it may be time to consider how your engineers can respond to such an attack. Remember, the speed of your response is crucial.

THREE
You still perform regular systems scans

If you still perform regular scans and respond to false alerts, it may be time to consider new options based on your organization’s needs.

FOUR
Your new PCs seems slow

If your new PCs seem slow due to AV management, it’s time to consider changing your AV solution.

FIVE
You still use an on-premises server for AV management

If you still use an on-premises server for AV management, it’s time to consider cloud-based options.

SIX
You spend too much time managing your AV

If your current solution is time-consuming or requires too much management, it’s time to consider new options.

SEVEN
You spend too much time responding to false alerts

If you spend too much time responding to false alerts, it’s time to consider new options.

EIGHT
You are looking at EDR

If your current security strategy is entirely reactive, it’s time to consider new options.

NINE
Your endpoint security strategy is entirely reactive

If your endpoint security strategy is entirely reactive, it’s time to consider new options.

TEN
You have to upgrade your OS to accommodate your AV

If your AV solution requires an upgrade to your operating system, it’s time to consider new options.